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How we got here

• **EMPHASIZE** – we’re talking about changes for NEXT year
  – 2013 Nomcom already has TSV AD description
  – 2013 Nomcom is already talking to willing nominees

• Nomcoms periodically struggle to fill TSV AD position
  – Not only TSV AD position, but we're consistently difficult
  – Culminating in 4-month late appointment in 2013

• We want to make sure TSV has the ADs TSV needs
We’re changing things – not enough

• IESG-level changes
  – More shepherd involvement, on telechats
• Recruiting a TSVAREA secretary
  – Thank you, Linda Dunbar
• We’re discussing starting a TSV-ART
  – This is in addition to the existing TSV-DIR
  – And we’ll be looking for a coordinator
• But we’re still not far from 50 percent
  – That’s where we need your help
What we need to hear – not now, soon

- What makes you unwilling/unable to serve?
  - Time commitment?
  - Travel commitment?
  - Review commitment?
  - Management commitment?
  - Something else?

- Would ANYTHING make you willing/able?
  - We need to make changes before IETF 89

- We won’t spend meeting time on this now
  - But PLEASE talk to us in the halls, on e-mail ...